
PremierTuff Deluxe flooring certainly stands out in the 
crowd. With the same great features as PremierTuff, 
our Deluxe rolls and tiles will attract the attention your 
facility deserves.  Available in 24 stock combinations 
and with 16 color flec choices,  you can let your mind 
wander and come up with the perfect floor. 

Description: 
PremierTuff Deluxe rubber flooring can help any facility stand out above the 

rest. With a full array of color flecs to choose from, PremierTuff Deluxe can be 

customized to compliment any color scheme.  Minimums will apply on all custom 

colors or you can choose from our many stock color combinations.  Whether you 

choose the easy to install tiles or rolls,  PremierTuff Deluxe is naturally resilient, 

extremely durable and sure to exceed all expectations.

Available in 24 Standard color blends  - 16 Flec colors - Custom Color 
combinations and Logos available. 

Applications: 
Weight Rooms
Cardio Areas
Ice Arenas
Entranceways
Locker Rooms 
Pro Shops 
Retail Sales/Display Floor
Offices & Hallways Hospitality                      

Child Care Facilities
Ramps
Play Areas
Fitness Facilities             
 
 

PREMIERTUFF Deluxe



Colors: 

PTRD601 PTRD604 PTRD605 PTRD606 PTRD607

PTRD608 PTRD609 PTRD610 PTRD611 PTRD613

PTRD614 PTRD615 PTRD616
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Specifications 
Size    

Standard roll thickness    

1/8”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” (3mm - 10mm) 

Custom roll lengths as determined

by customer allow for neater installs.  

Weight per SF (approx.) 

1/8”     .85 lbs. 

1/4”      1.7 lbs.

5/16”   2.3 lbs.

3/8”    2.6 lbs. 

Appearance     

24 standard colors combinations --  

Limitless color combinations with  

our 16 flec colors      

 Material    

EPDM granulate with recycled tire  

crumb and urethane binder.

Please Note: 
Due to recycled content there will be 

differences, actual colors may vary from 

displays. PremierTuff contains recycled 

product and may show some surface 

imperfections including skive marks that 

occur in production. 

Personal Notes:


